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Abstract
Although repeatability and reproducibility are essential in science,

failed attempts to replicate results across diverse fields made some

scientists argue for a reproducibility crisis. In response, several high-

profile venues within computing established artifact evaluation
tracks, a systematic procedure for evaluating and badging research

artifacts, with an increasing number of artifacts submitted.

This study compiles recent artifact evaluation procedures and

guidelines to show how artifact evaluation in distributed systems

research lags behind other computing disciplines and/or is less

unified and more complex. We further argue that current artifact as-

sessment criteria are uncoordinated and insufficient for the unique

challenges of distributed systems research. We examine the current

state of the practice for artifacts and their evaluation to provide

recommendations to assist artifact authors, reviewers, and track

chairs. We summarize the recommendations and best practices as

checklists for artifact authors and evaluation committees. Although

our recommendations alone will not resolve the repeatability and

reproducibility crisis, we want to start a discussion in our commu-

nity to increase the number of submitted artifacts and their quality

over time.
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1 Introduction
Repeatability and reproducibility are critical components of the

scientific process because they prevent disseminating flawed re-

sults and allow us to rely on reported findings [15]. Many authors

have defined reproducibility and repeatability and related terms

in slightly different ways [1, 21, 26, 38]. The ability to repeat an

experiment using the same procedure on a system that is identical

or comparable to that used originally and obtain results identical or

very similar to those reported is referred to as repeatability. In con-

trast, reproducibility refers to the ability for a scientific hypothesis

to be confirmed independently by a separate team [55]. Although

these concepts are clearly related and might even be considered

identical in some contexts, the distinction between them is impor-

tant in computer science. Regardless, there is clear evidence that

many research results in different fields of science cannot be repro-

duced [33, 43], and 90% of researchers who completed an online

questionnaire on reproducibility stated that there is a reproducibil-

ity crisis [6] and only 2.4% of publications in one of the top software

engineering conferences are associated with an artifact and there

are no replicated or reproduced results in the last decade [7]. Fur-

thermore, other studies have shown that the peer-review process

cannot ensure reproducibility on its own [15, 19, 41].

One strategy to make research more reproducible and repeatable

is to give researchers extra incentives to publish their findings with

evidence of reproducibility [2]. Accordingly, several conferences

and journals have established a systematic artifact assessment and

badging process known as the Artifact Evaluation Track (AET) to

emphasize the importance of reproducibility in experimental re-

search [40]. Based on our study and our experiences as both artifact

evaluation committee members and authors, the adoption of this

approach is demonstrated by a growth from a mere 8 artifacts sub-

mitted across the entire field of computer science in 2015, to 614

artifacts submitted in 2021.

The motivations for submitting artifacts for evaluation are di-

verse. Some researchers see artifacts as supplementary material
needed to convince reviewers that the reported results were ob-

tained in good faith, at least during the analytical phase of their

work, particularly in cases where the infrastructure required for

data collection may be unavailable to most other researchers. Oth-

ers see artifacts as a way of speeding up research as old artifacts

can be reused in new experiments, similar to how, once written,

a software library can accelerate any number of future software

development projects. There is also anecdotal evidence that articles

including an evaluated artifact receive more attention from the

scientific community [11, 35].

When talking about Artifact Evaluation (AE), it is important to

distinguish between two approaches to empirical evaluation: simu-

lation and emulation. Simulation involves writing a program that

models a computing system and the proposed solution, whereas

emulation involves setting up a scaled-down version of a real com-

puting system. Emulation is usually more time-consuming than

simulation. The two approaches can complement each other - for

example, one could run simulations to sweep a large parameter

space and then perform emulation using a subset of parameters to

validate the simulation results.

To clarify the current state and challenges of artifacts and pro-

cedures for their evaluation in distributed systems research, this

study seeks to answer three research questions:
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RQ1. What is the current state of the practice for AE in the dis-
tributed systems field?

RQ2. How unified are existing AE practices in distributed systems
research?

RQ3. How can reproducibility, artifacts, and AE practices be im-
proved and promoted in distributed system conferences and
journals?

To answer these questions, we gathered data on recently dis-

closed AE procedures and guidelines (RQ1, see overview in Table 2).

Our findings show that AE practices in the field of distributed sys-

tems (the research area of our group) either lag behind those used in

other fields of computer science (RQ2) or are less unified and more

complex (see Table 3). Indeed, AE practices in distributed systems

seem limited and focused mainly on simulation. This is expected

because emulating a distributed system is costly in terms of both

infrastructure footprint and in terms of human time because setting

up emulation testbeds is often difficult to fully automate.

In this paper, we argue that current AE guidelines are insuffi-

cient to capture the unique challenges presented by distributed

systems. We start by comprehensively reviewing the history of

efforts to improve reproducibility and repeatability in computer

science research (see Sec. 2). We then describe the approach used to

characterize AE practices in this work, including the study process,

results, and threats to the validity of our results (see Sec. 4). We then

review recent AE procedures (but not the evaluation of particular

artifacts) and highlight challenges unique to distributed systems

(see Sec. 5). We conclude by making recommendations to help arti-

fact authors, artifact reviewers, and AET chairs (see Sec. 6). While

many seem obvious or trivial, we bring evidence that these recom-

mendations are not universally followed (see Table 3). Furthermore,

we believe these recommendations are specific to distributed sys-

tems research, as they may lead to a sound and repeatable way for

artifact implementation and evaluation. In contrast, other studies

highlighted such recommendations primarily for experiment de-

signing and result reporting [46]. Finally, we summarize our main

findings and recommendations (see Sec. 7) as checklists for both

artifact authors and AE committees (see Appendices A and B).

The main contributions of this study are:

(1) We gather the existing state of the practice and AE proce-

dures reported at distributed systems conferences (RQ1, see

Sec. 5).

(2) Our analysis shows that the existing state of the practice is

not applied uniformly at all conferences (RQ2, see Table 2).

(3) We offer recommendations to mitigate challenges and com-

plexities and promote repeatability and reproducibility in

distributed systems research (RQ3, see Sec. 6).

(4) We provide checklists for both artifact authors and AE

committees (Appendices A and B).

While we do not claim to have found the silver bullet, we hope

that this paper will serve as a conversation starter in the distributed

systems community and incrementally lead to more and better

artifacts and a fairer AE process. We believe that our article will

be useful to jump-start the work of Ph.D. students who want their

distributed systems research to be reproducible.

2 Background

This section discusses previous studies relevant to AE and repro-

ducibility. The concepts of reproducibility and repeatability have

been applied to research in all fields of science in which experiments

play a role, including biology [54], psychology [13], and scientific

computing [23, 29]. Various studies have therefore been performed

to find ways of improving reproducibility and repeatability, leading

to the introduction of best practices for researchers such as making

code available, providing basic and/or extensive documentation,

automation and testing, accessibility, modularity, software manage-

ment, and licensing [25]. In addition, some publishers and standard

organizations have tried to push boundaries by giving researchers

extra incentives to make research publications reproducible [2, 4].

These efforts resulted in the development of an intermediate

Artifact Evaluation process by the Association for Computing Ma-

chinery (ACM). This process was introduced in 2011 and is now

widely adopted by conference organizers [12, 40]. It requires all

research artifacts to pass a rigorous audit [2]. In this context, an

artifact is defined as a digital item developed by the authors of a

publication that was either used in the authors’ study or generated

during their experiments. Three different artifact review badges can

be awarded to research articles published in ACM publications: Ar-

tifacts Evaluated, Artifacts Available, and Results Validated. These

badges are considered distinct: any one, two, or all three can be as-

signed to any particular work, depending on the review procedures

established by the journal or conference.

Artifact Evaluated: This badge is given to papers whose accompa-

nying artifacts have passed an independent audit. This badge does

not require that artifacts be made publicly available. They must,

however, be made available to reviewers. It has two separate grades,

only one of which may be awarded to a given publication:

• Functional: The artifacts are determined to be documented, con-

sistent, complete, usable, and to provide acceptable evidence of

verification and validation.

• Reusable: The artifacts linkedwith the article substantially exceed
the criterion of minimum functioning. That is to say, they possess

all of the characteristics required for the above Functional grade

but are also carefully documented and well-structured to a level

that enables reuse and repurposing.

Artifact Available: This badge is given to papers with linked

artifacts that are permanently available for retrieval.

Results Validated: This badge is awarded to papers whose main

scientific results have successfully been obtained by an individual

or team other than the author. It has two grades:

• Results Reproduced: The paper’s main findings were indepen-

dently achieved in subsequent work by an individual or team

other than the authors, partly using artifacts supplied by the

authors.

• Results Replicated: The paper’s main findings were independently

achieved in subsequent work by an individual or team other than

the authors without using author-supplied artifacts.

Moreover, recently, IEEE Computer Society introduced a repro-

ducibility badging system that offers three different badges: Code/Data

Available, Code/Data Reviewed, and Results Reproducible[37, 47].

Code/Data Available: This badge indicates that the code, including
any associated data and documentation, provided by the authors
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is reasonable and complete and can potentially be used to support

the reproducibility of the published results.

Code/Data Reviewed: This badge demonstrates that the code,

including any associated data and documentation, provided by the

authors is reasonable and complete, runs to produce the outputs

described, and can support reproducibility of the published results.

Results Reproducible: This badge was recently introduced, and

we could not find any official definition of it.

An Artifact Evaluation Track (AET) based on these definitions

and badges has been applied at many conferences to foster repro-

ducibility. This was considered necessary because multiple studies

have highlighted the reproducibility crisis, showing that many au-

thors cannot even replicate their own results after a year [20], let

alone enable others to reproduce them many years in the future.

For instance, Collberg and Proebsting attempted to reproduce the

results of several papers published at different conferences [16]

but found that they could only reproduce 32.3% of the published

results without communicating with authors, and 48.3% percent

after such communication. Papers written by authors with industry

ties had lower reproducibility rates. They also found that some

researchers were unwilling to share code and data, and those who

did share often provided insufficient information to reproduce the

experiment. Collberg also investigated the repeatability of 402 ACM

papers published at computer systems conferences [14], taking the

ability to obtain and build the source code in a reasonable amount

of time as a minimum acceptable level of reproducibility. The au-

thor’s assistants could only do this within 30 minutes in 32.3% of the

studied cases; 15.9% of the artifacts required more than 30 minutes,

and 5.7% required additional but still reasonable efforts. However,

the code failed to build in 2.2% of the cases, authors refused to

supply code in 7.5% of the cases, and 36.3% of authors simply never

responded to code-sharing requests.

Because of these problems, several groups have sought to miti-

gate the repeatability and reproducibility crisis in computer science.

Herrmann et al. [34] assessed the efficacy of AEs in software en-

gineering and programming language conferences and identified

possible improvements for these processes. Berger et al. [9] ob-

served that papers with significant methodological flaws were pub-

lished at leading programming language conferences (SIGPLAN)

and, therefore, formed an ad hoc committee to develop an empirical

evaluation checklist for authors and reviewers of research on pro-

gramming languages. Similarly, the National Academies of Sciences,

Engineering, Medicine (NASEM) published a report that defined

reproducibility and replicability and examined factors that may lead

to non-reproducibility and non-replicability in research [45]. This

report also provides recommendations for researchers, academic in-

stitutions, journals, and funding agencies concerning steps they can

take to improve reproducibility and replicability in science. Barowy

et al. [8] proposed artifact guidelines based on their experiences as

both AE committee members and authors. Papadopoulos et al. [46]

proposed an experimental methodology that focuses on selecting

suitable metrics and the reproducibility of experimental results.

They presented eight principles for increasing the reproducibility

of performance experiments on cloud computing platforms. Fi-

nally, cTuning is a highly active foundation that aims to develop

a methodology and open-source framework for collaborative and

reproducibleMachine Learning systems research [31, 32]. This foun-

dation also provides artifact submission and evaluation guidelines

using a so-called Artifact checklist [18].

In another study, the authors assessed the current state of artifact

availability and reproducibility in leading computer networking

conferences. They surveyed papers published in 2017 to explore

the importance of reproducibility and encourage researchers to

prioritize ease of reproduction [28]. Moreover, Malik examines

the benefits and challenges of the artifact description and artifact

evaluation (AD/AE) process in systems research conferences. She

highlights the importance of increased transparency, data man-

agement, and reproducible containers in facilitating the validation

and reproducibility of research claims [42]. Krishnamurthi et al.

report their experience as chairs of the AE process at a software

engineering conference in 2011, mainly discussing their personal

opinions about their experiences in that role [40].

Bajpai et al. [5] provide a guideline focusing on the importance

of experiment design in enhancing reproducibility and establishing

a solid groundwork for future research in experimental disciplines

such as Internet measurements and networked systems. Addition-

ally, another paper on computer networking discusses the impor-

tance of reproducibility of research results. It highlights the lack of

conviction in the reproducibility of a significant portion of research

findings and the efforts made by the ACM SIGCOMM community

to address this issue through new policies and workshops [50].

Despite the recent interest in promoting reproducibility and

repeatability, few studies have investigated reproducibility in com-

puter systems research [10, 35, 46, 52]. This study differs from

previous works on reproducibility in computer systems research in

that it focuses on the challenges presented by distributed systems

and intends to serve as a conversation starter in the distributed

systems community to highlight the importance of reproducibility

and repeatability.

3 Challenges of distributed systems research
Distributed systems research aims to study a collection of comput-

ing elements that appear to its users as a single coherent system.

Those computing elements could be either a hardware device or a

software process that collaborate to be seen as a single system [53].

However, the unique characteristics of distributed systems research

can present challenges when reproducing the artifacts and results of

such research work, and it may not be easy to fully automate the ex-

periments and artifacts. In this section, we discuss these challenges

in detail.

C1. Hardware includes everything: One significant challenge in

distributed systems research lies in the hardware requirements,

which can vary widely. Researchers often need access to diverse

hardware resources for computation, storage, and networking. Al-

though some cloud platforms, supercomputers, and simulators offer

various hardware configurations, it can be challenging for reviewers

and readers to replicate the original research environment precisely.

This challenge arises from the need for exact hardware matching.

For example, specific features like hardware counters to measure

power consumption or the ability to control the working frequency

of resources might not be uniformly available across all platforms

or simulators. The diverse nature of hardware requirements makes
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it difficult for reviewers and readers to accurately reproduce the

artifact, as they may need to seek out or emulate very specific

hardware configurations.

C2. Software stack: Another challenge in distributed systems re-

search revolves around the employed software stack. Researchers

often explore aspects of a distributed software stack that contains

a wide range of components, from hypervisor control parameters

to application code. These components can have considerable influ-

ence on the results of experiments. However, the research paper

alonemay not sufficiently communicate the obstacles that reviewers

and readers might face when attempting to replicate the research

work. Themain concern lies in the diverse software and run-time en-

vironments commonly used in distributed systems research. These

environments can incorporate programmable application-aware

networking tools, various operating systems, and libraries for ex-

periment execution.

Replicating the precise software stack utilized in the original re-

search can be challenging. Achieving the necessary precision level

often requires matching specific versions, configurations, and de-

pendencies. Consequently, the complicated nature of the software

stack can make it difficult for reviewers and readers to reproduce

the artifact accurately.

C3. Large scale environment: Reproducibility in distributed systems

research is further complicated by the requirement for a large-scale

environment. This complexity is caused by the need for experi-

menters to access expensive and diverse resources to conduct vari-

ous experiments. These large-scale environments contain a wide

range of components, including bare-metal servers or virtual ma-

chines with varying numbers of CPUs or GPUs, storage devices of

various sizes, and a diverse networking infrastructure that includes

routers and switches.

The need for large-scale environments sets distributed systems

research apart from many other fields within computer science.

Unlike some domains where experiments can be conducted on in-

dividual machines or smaller clusters, distributed systems research

necessitates a more extensive environment. This scale introduces

unique challenges in terms of resource allocation, coordination,

and management.

Thus, reproducing the large-scale environment used in the original

research presents significant challenges for reviewers and readers.

Acquiring and configuring an equivalent setup, which includes the

precise combination of resources and networking devices, can be

demanding and resource-intensive. Moreover, the availability and

access to such a large-scale environment may be limited, making it

even more challenging to reproduce the artifact accurately.

C4. Heterogeneity: Some research endeavors specifically explore

the impact of heterogeneity to touch real-world scenarios and re-

quire diverse resources to conduct their experiments. Heterogeneity

in distributed systems includes variations in hardware, software,

configurations, and other parameters across different system com-

ponents. This introduces complexities beyond those in homoge-

neous environments. Thus, reviewers and readers attempting to

reproduce such research work may need to address the complexi-

ties of coordinating and managing diverse resources, each with its

capabilities and characteristics.

C5. Self-tuning mechanisms: Reproducibility in distributed systems

research is further complicated by autonomous self-tuning mecha-

nisms and control loops that operate independently of the exper-

imenter. These mechanisms, such as CPU throttling for thermal

management or background storage re-balancing, are designed

e.g., to prevent faults and optimize performance. However, in a

distributed environment, cascaded self-tuning mechanisms can

introduce additional complexities to the experimental setup. More-

over, these self-tuning mechanisms can interact with one another,

creating complicated control loop interactions that can impact the

behavior and outcome of experiments. These mechanisms often

operate beyond the direct control of the experimenter, making it

challenging to precisely reproduce the conditions in which the

original artifact was evaluated.

C6. Demarcation: In distributed systems research, experimenters

have to balance their control over the experimental setup with the

constraints of the distributed environment, which introduces com-

plexities in defining precise boundaries. This demarcation challenge

involves aspects like system component behavior, node interactions,

and external factors. Researchers need to consider inherent limita-

tions, uncertainties, and potential dependencies on external services

or infrastructure. Determining these boundaries can be challeng-

ing for reviewers and readers and may impact their reproduction

process.

C7. Nondeterministic behavior: In distributed systems, the ordering

of events can vary due to factors such as network latency, message

propagation delays, or asynchronous processing. These inherent

characteristics of distributed systems can pose challenges for re-

viewers and readers attempting to reproduce the research findings

despite the apparent simplicity of the example provided. Even when

experiment parameters remain constant, the nondeterministic na-

ture of event ordering can lead to subtle differences in the obtained

results between different experiment executions. For example, con-

sider an experiment with a load generator and an application with

a database backend. Assume that the workload generator generates

the same requests at the same times, with millisecond accuracy.

However, the system’s distributed nature means that a database

service located downstream in the call chain will likely receive

these queries in a different order for each experiment.

The combined effects of these challenges, particularly in large-scale

environments, have caused distributed systems research to lag be-

hind other disciplines within the field of computer science, as other

disciplines are normally executed on a smaller scale. While vari-

ous computer science domains, such as the ones that are using or

studying storage, may also require specific hardware resources like

Persistent Memory, remote direct memory access (RDMA), and oth-

ers, the unique complexity of distributed systems described above

poses additional hurdles for repeatability and reproducibility. In

distributed systems research, we often encounter long-term repeata-

bility challenges, particularly due to the utilization of hardware and

software resources that depreciate over time. Notably, we do not

consider the latter a challenge for AE, as it tends to focus on the

recently conducted research.
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Table 1: List of keywords used to find conferences and jour-
nals related to distributed systems.

No Keyword
1 Distributed systems

2 Cloud computing

3 Edge computing

4 Fog computing

5 Serverless computing

6 Service-oriented architectures

7 Microservices

4 Surveying state of the practice
In this section, we introduce our approach to data collection and

analysis. We then discuss factors that could reduce the study’s

validity and the measures taken to ensure validity.

4.1 Study Subjects
Our study aimed to review AE procedures used at distributed sys-

tem conferences and in the field’s journals. We chose this method

rather than searching for the field’s papers due to time limits, and

we aimed to extract the existing best practices employed at the

field’s conferences and journals. To this end, we first needed to

identify relevant conferences and journals with Artifact Evalua-

tion Tracks (AETs). We, therefore, searched four different sources

to review AE procedures: (1) ACM Digital Library [3], (2) Xplore

tool [36] by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

(IEEE), (3) WikiCFP [56], (4) Researchr [49].

ACM Digital Library was used to search for available artifacts,

while the IEEE Xplore tool allowed us to query for supplemental

materials such as code or data sets. WikiCFP is a semantic wiki for

Calls For Papers in science and technology, while Researchr is a

platform for finding, collecting, sharing, and reviewing scientific

publications.

We chose to review only conferences and journals that have

websites containing a call for artifacts and an AET and have at least

one of the keywords listed in Table 1 in their call for papers.

4.2 Study Process
To get the names of conferences and journals with an AET, we

performed searches for artifact evaluation track in WikiCFP and

Researchr. We queried ACM Digital Library and IEEE Xplore and

filtered all papers containing artifacts and supplemental materi-

als, resulting in the identification of 3154 papers, including such

materials that had been published as of August 2022. We then ex-

tracted and listed the names of the conferences and journals in

which these papers had been published. We found 108 conferences

or journals with procedures for AE or inclusion of supplemental

materials. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the retrieved articles over

data sources (journals and conferences) with AETs and years of

publication (2016-2022). A simple inspection of this figure shows

that AE processes started attracting appreciable attention in 2016.

While some artifacts were made available before 2016, they were

generally not evaluated by any committee.

Finally, we extracted the conferences whose scopes correspond

to the keywords listed in Table 1 and reviewed the procedures of

those held in the last three years (see Table 2). We chose to fo-

cus only on conferences held in the last three years to reduce the

Figure 1: Conferences and journals with AETs.

time needed to review the AE procedures and because it was ex-

pected that the procedures applied at these more recent conferences

would incorporate the lessons learned during earlier conferences.

However, we note that the decision to examine only more recent

conferences can potentially reduce the validity of our findings (see

Sec. 4.4).

4.3 Analysis
Our initial goal in the analysis was to identify the state of the prac-

tice used in recent AE procedures for distributed systems research.

To this end, we reviewed all of the practices for artifacts and proce-

dures for their evaluation described on the public websites of the

targeted conferences, which are listed in Table 2.

For each conference and year, we cross-referenced and catego-

rized the current practices and lessons learned documented in the

corresponding calls for artifacts. All recommendations provided by

the studied conferences are listed in Table 3.

4.4 Threats to Validity
Despite careful research design, studies such as those presented

here inevitably have limitations that may reduce their validity. Such

limitations for this work are summarized below.

4.4.1 External Validity Only conferences held within the three

years preceding August 2022 were examined in this work. This can

be justified using an evolutionary argument: any practices adopted

in earlier conferences but subsequently discontinued are unlikely

to have been very effective — if they had been effective, they would

not have been discontinued. In essence, the last three years should

capture the state of the practice. In addition, thoroughly reviewing

earlier conferences would have been very time-consuming. How-

ever, the decision to focus only on the last three years means that the

findings presented herein cannot be directly generalized to earlier

conferences, particularly as guidelines may differ between years,

even in cases where the AE committee was unchanged. Another

potential limitation is that we only searched four repositories to

identify relevant AETs.While these repositories are likely to include

all relevant conferences and journals, this decision means that our

conclusions cannot be applied to all conferences and journals and
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Table 2: List of distributed systems conferences with an AE process.

Conference Name Years
International Conference on Architectural Support for Programming Languages and Operating Systems (ASPLOS) 2022, 2021, 2020

International Conference on Computing Frontiers (CF) 2020

International Conference on emerging Networking EXperiments and Technologies (CoNEXT) 2022, 2021, 2020

Joint European Software Engineering Conference and Symposium on the Foundations of Software Engineering (ESEC / FSE) 2021, 2020

EuroSys Conference 2022, 2021

International Conference on Performance Engineering (ICPE) 2022, 2021, 2020

International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE) 2022, 2021, 2020

International Symposium on Microarchitecture (MICRO) 2021

International Middleware Conference 2022, 2021, 2020

International Conference for High-Performance Computing, Networking, Storage, and Analysis (SC) 2022, 2021, 2020

Symposium on Operating Systems Principles (SOSP) 2021

Annual Symposium on Principles and Practice of Parallel Programming (PPoPP) 2022, 2021, 2020

International Conference on Utility and Cloud Computing (UCC) 2021

may be biased due to sampling a small subset of a larger population.

To summarize, while we have no direct evidence that our results

represent the current state of the practice and procedures of all

conferences and journals, we expect that similar results would be

obtained if different conferences and journals were chosen.

4.4.2 Internal Validity Internal validity is inevitably affected be-

cause some decisions must be made when choosing search key-

words. An empirical analysis does not suggest that the results ob-

tained would have been radically different if alternative keywords

had been used, but this is impossible to prove. Our study is based

only on AE processes with public written descriptions. However,

additional information could have been passed during some AE

processes that would not have been written down or would not

be publicly available. We deem this unlikely given the long tra-

dition of written instructions for paper review and the concerns

about reproducibility and replicability that inspired the concept

of AE. Nevertheless, this can be seen as a limitation of our study

and a reminder of the importance of publicly available evaluation

procedures.

5 Existing state of the practice
To improve the state of repeatability and reproducibility in dis-

tributed systems research, we review the practices for artifacts

and procedures for their evaluation that are applied at the recent

conferences listed in Sec. 4. The first general insight from this re-

view is that around half of the studied conferences followed the

recommendations of the cTuning foundation [17]. While the recom-

mendations outlined in the studied conferences are comprehensive,

a key issue, as discussed in Sec. 6, lies in their effective execution.

We propose that even if these existing practices are followed, chal-

lenges or insufficiencies may persist when attempting to reproduce

the artifacts, as evidenced by experience from past conferences and

journals. The recommendations provided at the studied conferences

are summarized in Table 3.

5.1 Recommendations for Artifact Authors
In the same way that a research paper should have a well-defined

structure and progression from the abstract to the conclusion, an

ideal artifact should be divided into different sections to facilitate

the reproduction and repetition of the research.

5.1.1 Introduction The introduction section comprises the first

portion of the artifact. It should describe the artifact and how it

supports the research paper. This section could have other names,

such as abstract. It may also be helpful to include a brief description

of the minimum hardware and software requirements, the valida-

tion procedure, and the expected results to guide the selection of

appropriate reviewers for the artifact.

5.1.2 Archival Repositories Sharing data such as artifacts makes re-

search more transparent and allows others to assess and re-evaluate

results more easily and cheaply. To facilitate such sharing, Wilkin-

son et al. [57] proposed the FAIR principles for scientific data man-

agement, which state that scientific data should be Findable, Acces-

sible, Interoperable, and Reusable. The FAIR principles have been

implemented by several publicly accessible archival repositories

such as Zenodo [58], FigShare [27], or Dryad [22]. In addition, the

ACM issues its Artifact Available badge only to papers with arti-

facts deposited in a publicly accessible archival repository. When

an artifact is deposited in such a repository, it is assigned a Digital

Object Identifier (DOI), which should be included in the artifact’s

description.

5.1.3 Algorithm Most research papers propose a new algorithm

to control a system. In such cases, it is commonly recommended

that the proposed algorithm should be described in the artifact’s

introduction section to help reviewers understand the essence and

goal of the implemented artifact.

5.1.4 Required Resources Some experiments might need specific

hardware such as a commercial or academic cloud platform, su-

percomputer, architecture simulator, CPU, GPU, or a neural net-

work accelerator with specific features like hardware counters to

measure power consumption and SUDO access to CPU/GPU fre-

quency. Experiments may also need specific software and run-time

environments such as specific container orchestration systems,

programmable application-aware networking tools, a specific oper-

ating system version, or supporting software such as libraries. A

specific compiler or transformation tool may also be needed in some

cases. Specifying such hardware and software requirements, includ-

ing their versions, can greatly reduce the incidence of problems

during the evaluation and repetition of experiments.We believe that

this may address challenges C1, C2, C3, and C7.
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Table 3: Summary of recommendations for practices for artifacts and procedures for their evaluation at selected conferences.
Check marks indicate conferences that provided recommendations. Dashes indicate conferences where recommendations were
either not provided or not available online.
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ASPLOS

2022 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓

2021 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2020 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓

CF 2020 - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

CoNEXT

2022 ✓ ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2021 ✓ ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2020 ✓ ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ESEC / FSE
2021 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ - ✓

2020 ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - - ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓ - ✓ ✓ - -

EuroSys
2022 ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ -

2021 ✓ ✓ - ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ - ✓ -

ICPE

2022 ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ - ✓ -

2021 ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ - ✓ -

2020 ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ - ✓ - - ✓ ✓ - ✓ -

ICSE

2022 ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ - - -

2021 ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ - - -

2020 ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ - - -

MICRO 2021 ✓ ✓ - ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - -

Middleware

2022 - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2021 - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2020 - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SC

2022 ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ - - -

2021 ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ - - -

2020 ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ - - -

SOSP 2021 ✓ ✓ - ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ - ✓ -

PPoPP

2022 ✓ ✓ - - - - - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - -

2021 ✓ ✓ - - - - - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - -

2020 ✓ - - - - - - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - -

UCC 2021 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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5.1.5 Required Time Some research papers discuss sophisticated

scenarios that span long periods and involve measurement or anal-

ysis on different timescales that may be as long as days, weeks,

or even months. Consequently, many recommendations state that

the time needed to perform the experiments associated with an

artifact should be specified to enable the AE committee to find an

appropriate way of evaluating the artifact.

5.1.6 Licenses If the authors intend to make the artifact publicly

available, it is recommended that they provide information about

any relevant licenses, as the community benefits from understand-

ing how the artifact can be reused.

5.1.7 Artifacts’ Expected Output and Results It has been suggested

that the intended outcomes and output format be described to help

reviewers prepare and examine the artifact more accurately.

5.1.8 Programs As some artifact authors use specific benchmarks

or preconfigured versioned packages, it should be stated in the arti-

fact description whether the benchmark or preconfigured versioned

packages are included in the submitted artifact or must be down-

loaded separately. In the latter case, the version to be downloaded

should be clearly specified. In addition, benchmarks or packages

may be public or private. If a private benchmark or package not

available to reviewers is used, it is recommended that an alternative

that reviewers can use in AE should be specified. We believe this

may address challenges C2 and C7.

5.1.9 Inputs A study may use diverse inputs, including data sets,

models, and/or configuration files. Therefore, these inputs should

be attached to the artifact to enable the repetition and reproduction

of the study and its results. Alternatively, if they must be obtained

from external sources, there should be a clear description of how to

download and install them. We believe this may address challenges

C2 and C7.

5.1.10 Run-time State At run-time, an object instance in the used

software may have specific attribute values or exist in a particular

state. This might cause the artifact to be sensitive to run-time

phenomena such as cold or hot cache or contention in the cache

or network. Such sensitivities should be analyzed and reported in

the artifact’s description so the evaluation committee can review it

more accurately. We believe this may address challenges C2 and

C7.

5.1.11 Experiments The artifacts should include clear descriptions

of how to prepare and perform the experiments and replicate or

reproduce the results. The procedures for reproducing or replicat-

ing the results could include shell scripts, details of manual steps

to be taken by the user, or automated workflows such as using

virtualization techniques like virtual machines or containerization

to reduce the experiments costs and time.

5.1.12 Sample Data Research papers may have two phases: a data-

gathering phase during experiments and the subsequent analysis of

the gathered data. Gathering data may take a long time or require

specific hardware resources that are unavailable to the AE commit-

tee. It is therefore recommended that results from data-gathering

should be included in the artifact so that the AE committee can at

least repeat the analysis phase. The process for retrieving such data

and repeating the analysis should be explicitly explained in such

cases. We believe this may address challenges C2 and C7.

5.1.13 Metrics Metrics are quantitative tools used to help assess

and evaluate an experiment’s results. A study may use multiple

metrics at different stages - for instance, one set of metrics may

be used to represent raw measurements of resource usage or be-

havior. These might be low-level usage summaries provided by

the operating system or higher-level data tied to a component’s

specific functionality or work, such as measurements of throughput

or response times by web servers. Some metrics are presented in

relation to a total capacity, while others are represented as rates

that indicate a component’s activity. It is important to describe all

metrics to give reviewers a thorough understanding of the technical

component under examination.

5.2 Recommendations for Artifact Evaluation
Committees

The strategy used to manage AE and evaluation processes is an-

other factor that affects the reproducibility and repeatability of

experiments and research outcomes in distributed systems research.

Recent conference AE committees have used various strategies for

this purpose, described below.

5.2.1 Multi-stage Reviewing The majority of conferences used a

two-stage reviewing method. The first step, often called Kick-the-

Tires, represents the reviewers’ initial engagement with the artifacts

to determine whether anything needed, e.g., to install and compre-

hend the artifact, is missing. If something is lacking, the reviewers

should request it from the authors during the first round. The sec-

ond step involves thoroughly evaluating the artifact; the ultimate

decision about awarding a badge depends on the results of this

stage. As a complex artifact can have minor and significant issues,

a multi-stage reviewing process seems to be appropriate for AE in

distributed systems research.

5.2.2 Providing Guidelines Many calls for Artifact Evaluation Com-

mittee members indicate that participation in such committees is

especially suitable for early career researchers such as Ph.D. stu-

dents, including first-year Ph.D. students. A consequence of this

is that some committee members may be unfamiliar with specific

distributed systems algorithms or technologies, making the exper-

iments significantly more challenging to execute than they were

for the authors. On the other hand, the artifact authors may have

a restricted perspective or (as discussed in Sec. 2) may lack the

time to provide an artifact accessible to reviewers with different

levels of knowledge. Alternatively, when creating their artifacts,

the authors may have chosen to use trending technologies that

are unfamiliar to committee members to make themselves more

attractive to prospective industrial employers [30], as the study

highlights a phenomenon describing the overemphasis of trending

technologies in both job offerings and resumes, which may influ-

ence hiring decisions in various sectors, including research and

education. Therefore, providing detailed and practical guidelines

describing an artifact’s critical components and “dos and don’ts”

may help authors submit repeatable and reproducible artifacts. Fur-

thermore, providing detailed and practical guidelines that precisely
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describe the evaluation criteria may facilitate more accurate AEs.

We believe this may address all challenges described in Sec. 3.

5.2.3 Communications Subjecting each artifact to several rounds

of review makes it vital to maintain anonymous communication

between reviewers and authors. However, some platforms that were

designed for the evaluation of papers (text) rather than artifacts

(computer software) and seem to be incompatible with multi-stage

assessments. Furthermore, an inexperienced reviewer may require

guidance through the evaluation process. As a result, it is advisable

to use a platform that enables anonymous contact between authors

and reviewers at all times while also allowing for communication

between reviewers and chairs. In addition, communication should

be promoted between reviewers and authors.

5.2.4 Public and Academic Clouds Some artifacts, particularly in

the distributed system research domain, may need significant com-

puting or expensive resources, such as special-purpose hardware

unavailable to all reviewers. Therefore, offering public cloud credits

or access to academic clouds may be useful in evaluating artifacts.

We believe this may address challenges C1 and C7.

5.3 Recommendations for the Community
In light of the challenges inherent in ensuring repeatability and

reproducibility in scientific research, particularly within the domain

of distributed systems, fostering open dialogue and collaboration

within the research community is paramount, and the community

should always be open to fresh ideas for improvement in these

areas. Conference chairs and community leaders play a vital role in

promoting these principles by encouraging active engagement and

debate on evaluation approaches. We have seen many conferences

where the chairs asked everyone to debate the evaluation approach

in an open AE group or on other social media platforms.

6 Proposed recommendations
We believe that implementing all of the recommendations described

in the preceding section would greatly improve the AE process and

the repeatability and reproducibility of distributed systems research.

However, as shown in Table 3, not all of these recommendations

are currently implemented in the conferences. Therefore, existing

practices for artifacts and procedures for their evaluation need

refinement. In this section, we offer a set of recommendations based

on our own experiences of AE procedures that could be added to

the existing recommendations discussed in Sec. 5. Some of these

recommendations may have been previously presented or used by

other research communities, including in distributed systems, but

to date, they have not been summarized in the following manner

for the benefit of our community.

6.1 Recommendations for Artifact Authors
6.1.1 Plan Artifact Submission in Advance, Not After Paper Accep-
tance Based on our experience, the likelihood of not thoroughly

reading the guidelines when submitting an artifact is high, espe-

cially as authors are usually notified about the artifact track only

after being notified of their paper’s acceptance. Consequently, they

may only have around 10 days to prepare artifacts and may rush

to submit the artifact while simultaneously addressing comments

on their original paper. Therefore, we strongly recommend that

artifacts for submission be prepared well in advance based on pre-

vious conferences’ AET guidelines. We believe this may address

challenges described in Sec. 3.

6.1.2 Version Control Version control systems were originally de-

veloped by teams collaborating on large industrial software engi-

neering projects but have also become vital tools for individual

publications. However, we have found that some artifacts do not

use a version control system. Some of the artifact’s features may be

inadvertently lost during the AE process. Consistent use of version

control systems is, therefore, recommended [51]. We believe that

this may address challenges C2, C3, and C4.

6.1.3 Test Driven Development to Avoid Introducing Bugs During
Artifact Evaluation Communication between authors and reviewers

during the AE process may be necessary to address critical bugs

during the initial rounds of evaluation. In such cases, the author’s

attempts to fix the bugs may cause other parts of the artifact to

break because test-driven development procedures are rarely used

during artifact creation. To avoid such problems, it is strongly

recommended that artifacts should be implementedwith procedures

to verify their functionality [44]. We believe that this may address

challenges C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, and C7.

6.1.4 Automation Some artifacts benefit from continuous integra-

tion and continuous delivery (CI/CD) pipelines and automation,

such as automated installation and experimentation. We believe

such pipelines can improve authors’ productivity and save time in

the evaluation procedure [39]. We believe that this may address

challenges C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, and C7.

6.1.5 Problem and Experiment Dimensions Sometimes, artifact re-

viewers may need to read an accepted paper carefully to understand

how to map the overall problem addressed by the paper to the ex-

periments conducted using the artifact. Based on our experience,

we suggest that charts explaining the experiments and problem

dimensions should be included in both the paper and the artifact to

help reviewers understand the different input parameters (experi-

ment dimensions) under which the artifact is evaluated and how

they map back to the problem the paper claims to solve.

6.1.6 Public and Academic Clouds Some artifacts may require ex-

pensive or special resources that the reviewers cannot access. Con-

sequently, some guidelines recommend authors provide access to

such resources. This may be helpful if the evaluation is not double-

blinded. However, it may be preferable for authors to use public or

academic cloud resources and provide automation for such environ-

ments because AE committees will usually have some credits for

public or academic clouds. We believe this may address challenges

C1 and C7.

6.2 Recommendations for Artifact Evaluation
Committees

6.2.1 Communication In our experience, artifact authors may in-

advertently fail to describe some important elements in their docu-

mentation or paper, which may complicate the evaluation process.

We have also found that a lack of communication between authors,

reviewers, and chairs can slow down the progress of the evaluation.

We therefore strongly recommend encouraging communication

between all parties by having multiple stages of review (more than
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Figure 2: Mapping between challenges (see Sec. 3) and the existing state of practices (shown in gray, see Sec. 5) and our
recommendations (shown in pink, see Sec. 6). Some of the practices and recommendations do not impact the challenges.

two) and increasing the size of the AE committee and the number

of reviews per artifact. Ideally, widely used best practices for code

review in software engineering (for example, workflows based on

pull requests) would be applied because the current approach based

on one or two rounds of reviewmay be insufficient and inconsistent

with these practices.

6.2.2 Bid Based on the Expertise Sometimes, a reviewer may be

unfamiliar with the wider technology landscape surrounding an

artifact, which may cause the evaluation to focus on the reviewer’s

ability to grasp the overall technology stack rather than the artifact

itself. This may be particularly likely if the evaluation committee is

small or when reviewers have limited experience with the subject

of the work being evaluated. We, therefore, suggest that reviewers

bid on an artifact only if they have experience with the relevant

technologies and topic. Similarly, we have observed that in some

AETs, the confidence level of the reviewers is not specified (in

contrast to common practices for paper review), which could add

further uncertainty when making final decisions about artifacts.

We, therefore, suggest that the reviewer’s confidence level in their

evaluation should be included in the evaluation to resolve such

issues.

6.3 Recommendation for the Community
Although it is clear that there is a strong desire to increase re-

producibility within the distributed systems research community,

there appears to be a lack of systematic ways of encouraging it,

particularly for researchers in the early stages of their careers. We,

therefore, suggest that all research policymakers encourage repro-

ducibility and repeatability in various ways. For instance, funding

agencies could encourage and ask for artifacts to mitigate the cur-

rent reproducibility crisis in open science. Scientific publishers

could promote it by improving the reward mechanism and imple-

menting evaluation platforms. The distributed research community

could also play a key role by conducting research to support the de-

velopment of systematic procedures for improving reproducibility,

for example, by studying the benefits of crowd-sourcing techniques

for AE. Finally, it should be acknowledged that currently estab-

lished AE procedures vary widely and may cause confusion for

researchers, especially as artifacts should ideally be constructed

while the corresponding research is ongoing. Therefore, we strongly

recommend forming a reproducibility working group to establish

unified artifact guidelines for reviewers, authors, and chairs, such

as the ACM Emerging Interest Group on reproducibility and repli-

cability [24].

7 Discussion

Reproducibility and repeatability are cornerstones of science. De-

spite their importance, various studies have shown a reproducibility

crisis spanning multiple scientific fields and that many published

studies cannot be replicated. The situation can be even worse in

disturbed systems research, as work in this area may require ac-

cess to large-scale and/or specialized hardware, and it is difficult

to fully automate repeatable experiments in ways that make them

accessible to anybody. While some strategies for promoting re-

producibility have been developed within the distributed systems

community, including artifact evaluation processes, our answer to

the question of how unified existing artifact evaluation practices

are in distributed systems research indicates that artifact evaluation

practices in distributed systems research currently lag behind those

used in other areas of computer science, are less unified, and are

generally more complex (as shown in Table 3).

In this paper, we review the current guidelines of top conferences

and journals in the distributed systems field and identify practices

for artifacts and procedures for their evaluation for both artifact

authors and evaluation committees to answer the question of what
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the current state of artifact evaluation practice is in the distributed

systems field.

To answer how reproducibility, artifacts, and artifact evaluation

practices can be improved and promoted in distributed system con-

ferences and journals, we propose additional recommendations for

artifact evaluations to mitigate the challenges in distributed sys-

tems research. These suggestions are informed by our experience

in best practices in software engineering. Furthermore, both the

existing recommendations and those proposed in our study have

the potential to be applied to research practices across diverse dis-

ciplines. Finally, we summarized all the existing and our proposed

recommendations as a set of checklists for both artifact evaluation

committees and artifact authors (see Appendices A and B). In addi-

tion to our recommendations, we note that some communities have

used crowd-sourcing for AE, and we believe that such approaches

could also help to improve repeatability and reproducibility in dis-

tributed systems research. Fig. 2 illustrates the relationship between

the challenges identified and the current state of practices, along-

side our recommendations. Notably, some practices and recommen-

dations serve as metadata, enhancing the long-term repeatability

of research. Drawing inspiration from the social science research

community’s approach, where independent replication of results is

employed to enhance the reliability of findings[48], we propose a

similar strategy to bolster reproducibility and repeatability in the

domain of distributed systems research. We hope this paper will

stimulate further discussion within the distributed systems commu-

nity regarding enhancing research reproducibility through more

robust artifact practices and streamlined evaluation procedures.
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Artifact Evaluation for Distributed Systems: Current Practices and Beyond

A Checklist for Artifact Authors

In this appendix, we have compiled a comprehensive list of both

our own and existing recommendations for artifact authors.

□ Plan for artifact submission in advance: Prepare arti-
facts well in advance, following previous conference guide-

lines, as authors often receive short notice of acceptance

and limited time to address comments while rushing to

submit.

□ Introduction: Provide an informative introduction for the

artifact, outlining its purpose and relevance to the research

paper.

□ Problem and experiment dimensions: Include ex-
planatory charts in both the paper and the artifact

introduction for better comprehension of experiment-

context mapping.

□ Algorithm: Include the algorithm description in the

introduction for clarity.

□ Required resources: Specify hardware and software

requirements, including versions, for experiments in

the introduction.

□ Required time: Incorporate time requirements for

conducting experiments on artifacts, especially for

complex scenarios spanning extended periods in the

introduction.

□ Expected output and results: Specify the expected

results and output format for better artifact evaluation

in the introduction.

□ Metrics: Include descriptions of all metrics used to

assess experiment results, covering both low-level re-

source measurements and higher-level functionality-

related data, including capacities and activity rates.

□ Use version control systems: Ensure version control sys-

tem for artifacts to prevent loss of features during evalua-

tion.

□ Use test-driven development methods: Employ test-

driven development methods when preparing artifacts. As

bug fixes might introduce new issues during the evaluation

process and this method can prevent them.

□ Use automation: Incorporate continuous integration and

continuous delivery (CI/CD) pipelines and automation (e.g.,

automated installation and experimentation) to enhance

productivity and streamline the evaluation process.

□ Public and academic clouds: Use public or academic

cloud platforms with automation, as these are often avail-

able and can facilitate the artifact evaluation process.

□ Archival repositories: Ensure research data and artifacts

are shared following FAIR principles in archival repositories

such as Zenodo, Figshare, etc.

□ Licenses: Include artifact license information if sharing

publicly.

□ Programs: Include information about additional programs

or benchmarks and if they are included or need to be down-

loaded.

□ Inputs: Include instructions about essential inputs (e.g.,

data sets, models, configuration files).

□ Run-time states: Consider and report any run-time sensi-

tivities, such as attribute values and system states.

□ Experiments: Document experiment setup and execution

and offer clear guidelines for result replication and repro-

duction. Include procedures like shell scripts, user manual

steps, or automated workflows as necessary.

□ Sample data: Provide collected data during the experi-

ments in the artifact and provide clear instructions for re-

peating the analysis when necessary.

B Checklist for Artifact Evaluation Committees
In this appendix, you will find an extensive compilation of rec-

ommendations tailored to artifact evaluation committees. These

recommendations are designed to assist both artifact evaluators

and artifact evaluation track chairs.

□ Multi-stage reviewing: Implement at least a two-stage
reviewing process for artifact evaluation, with the first stage

focused on identifying missing elements and the second

stage for a thorough evaluation.

□ Providing guidelines: Provide guidelines for both artifact

evaluators and artifact authors.

□ Create clear guidelines for artifact authors, detailing

critical components and best practices to ensure the

accessibility and understandability of their artifacts.

□ Develop specific guidelines that define the evaluation

criteria to enhance the accuracy of artifact assess-

ments.

□ Consider the varied expertise of committee members,

including early career researchers, when formulating

guidelines to improve artifact evaluation processes.

□ Communication: Ensure anonymous and open commu-

nication for reviewers and authors through a suitable plat-

form to facilitate multi-stage artifact assessments and pro-

vide guidance to inexperienced reviewers. Encourage inter-

action between reviewers, authors, and chairs.

□ Bidding process: Encourage reviewers to assess artifacts

only if they possess experience with the related technolo-

gies and topics to prevent evaluations from focusing on the

reviewer’s grasp of the technology stack rather than the

artifact itself. Recommend specifying the reviewer’s confi-

dence level in their own evaluation, which is the same as

common practices for paper review, to reduce uncertainty

and improve decision-making in artifact evaluation tracks.
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